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--
 

Issues of environmental Issues of environmental 
protection and sustainable protection and sustainable 
development are transdevelopment are trans--boundary by boundary by 
their nature. their nature. 
--

 
Robust mechanisms of bilateral Robust mechanisms of bilateral 

and multilateral cooperation are and multilateral cooperation are 
essential.essential.



Systemic impediments to robust interSystemic impediments to robust inter--state state 

cooperation in Northeast Asiacooperation in Northeast Asia



 
1. Lack of trust.1. Lack of trust.



 
2. M2. Mutual resentments, animosities and  traumas.utual resentments, animosities and  traumas.



 
3. NEA consists of actual or would3. NEA consists of actual or would--be great be great 
powers.powers.



 
4. Intensive nationalism and dominance of 4. Intensive nationalism and dominance of 
WestphalianWestphalian

 
order.order.



Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues



 
JapanJapan--ChinaChina--Korea Trilateral Summit process.Korea Trilateral Summit process.

Fukuoka Summit, Dec. 2008Fukuoka Summit, Dec. 2008::
Action PlanAction Plan

 
with a pledge to strengthen environmental cooperationwith a pledge to strengthen environmental cooperation

Beijing Summit, Oct. 2009Beijing Summit, Oct. 2009::
Joint Statement on the Sustainable DevelopmentJoint Statement on the Sustainable Development

JejuJeju

 
Summit, May 2010:Summit, May 2010:

Trilateral Cooperation VISION 2020 Trilateral Cooperation VISION 2020 ––
 

environmental cooperation environmental cooperation 
ranks third  among the top priorities. ranks third  among the top priorities. 



Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues



 
Tripartite environmental ministers meeting Tripartite environmental ministers meeting 
(TEMM). (TEMM). Annual meetings launched in 1999. Annual meetings launched in 1999. 
Participants: Japan, ROK, China.Participants: Japan, ROK, China.

Action Plan, May 2010:Action Plan, May 2010:
1) Environmental Education, Environmental Awareness and 1) Environmental Education, Environmental Awareness and 

Public Participation;Public Participation;
2) Climate Change; 3) Biodiversity Conservation;2) Climate Change; 3) Biodiversity Conservation;
4) Dust and Sandstorms; 5) Pollution Control; 6) Environment4) Dust and Sandstorms; 5) Pollution Control; 6) Environment--

 Friendly Society/3R/Sound Resource Recycle Society;Friendly Society/3R/Sound Resource Recycle Society;
7) Transboundary Movement of E7) Transboundary Movement of E--Waste; 8) Sound Management Waste; 8) Sound Management 

of Chemicals; 9) Environmental Governance in Northeast Asia; of Chemicals; 9) Environmental Governance in Northeast Asia; 
10) Environmental Industries and Technology.10) Environmental Industries and Technology.



Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues



 
Northwest Pacific Action Plan (NOWPAP). Northwest Pacific Action Plan (NOWPAP). 
Launched in 1994 under Launched in 1994 under the UNEP Regional Seas the UNEP Regional Seas 
ProgramProgram..

Participants: China, Japan, ROK, Russia.Participants: China, Japan, ROK, Russia.
Goal: Goal: ““the wise use, development and management of the marine and coastthe wise use, development and management of the marine and coastal al 

environment so as to obtain the utmost longenvironment so as to obtain the utmost long--term benefits for the human term benefits for the human 
populations of the region, while securing the region's sustainabpopulations of the region, while securing the region's sustainability for future ility for future 
generationsgenerations””..



Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues

NOWPAPNOWPAP’’ss
 

biggest successbiggest success::
regional contingency plan in the event of oil and regional contingency plan in the event of oil and 

noxious substance spills.noxious substance spills.

In 2002, Marine Environmental Emergency Preparedness and In 2002, Marine Environmental Emergency Preparedness and 
Response Regional Activity Centre (MERRAC) was established  Response Regional Activity Centre (MERRAC) was established  
in in DaejeonDaejeon, ROK. , ROK. 



Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with Multilateral bodies in NEA dealing with 
environmental issuesenvironmental issues



 

North Pacific North Pacific AnadromousAnadromous
 

Fish Commission.Fish Commission.
Participants: Russia, Japan, ROK, US and Canada. Participants: Russia, Japan, ROK, US and Canada. 



 

North Pacific Coast Guard ForumNorth Pacific Coast Guard Forum
 

..
Participants: China, Russia, ROK, Japan, US, and Canada. Participants: China, Russia, ROK, Japan, US, and Canada. 

NPAFC and NPCGF contribute to NPAFC and NPCGF contribute to establishing good interestablishing good inter--
 agency relationships and combating illicit fishing in North Paciagency relationships and combating illicit fishing in North Pacific.fic.



One more example of multilateral One more example of multilateral 
environmental cooperation in NEAenvironmental cooperation in NEA



 
Safe dismantlement of decommissioned Russian Safe dismantlement of decommissioned Russian 
Pacific Fleet nuclear submarines.Pacific Fleet nuclear submarines.

The donors: Japan, US, Canada, ROK, Australia, New Zealand. The donors: Japan, US, Canada, ROK, Australia, New Zealand. 





 
Despite proliferation of multilateral Despite proliferation of multilateral 
environmental initiatives, NEA still lacks a viable environmental initiatives, NEA still lacks a viable 
environmental protection regime.environmental protection regime.

Positive rhetoric at high-level meetings 
between heads of state and environmental 
ministers has not translated into much action 
and output at the working level.



Obstacles to effective environmental Obstacles to effective environmental 
cooperationcooperation



 
11. D. Diverging national interests and priorities. iverging national interests and priorities. 

Example 1: Example 1: Japanese, Korean and Chinese authorities are reluctant to effectJapanese, Korean and Chinese authorities are reluctant to effectively ively 
cooperate with Russia on combating illegal fish trade, because cooperate with Russia on combating illegal fish trade, because they do not want to they do not want to 
damage their industries which greatly depend on Russiadamage their industries which greatly depend on Russia’’s marine resources.s marine resources.

Example 2: Varying degrees of commitment among the NOWPAP particExample 2: Varying degrees of commitment among the NOWPAP participants. ipants. 
NOWPAP, focused on environmental protection in coastal areas, isNOWPAP, focused on environmental protection in coastal areas, is

 

arguably of arguably of 
second or third priority to the Chinese government, which is morsecond or third priority to the Chinese government, which is more concerned  with e concerned  with 
water and air pollution around urban and industrial areas.water and air pollution around urban and industrial areas.



 

2. The absence of North Korea.2. The absence of North Korea.


 

3. Lack of English3. Lack of English--language  proficiency among the language  proficiency among the 
involved officials.involved officials.



Is China the main culprit?Is China the main culprit?

China is often portrayed as the main cause of China is often portrayed as the main cause of 
harmful environmental impact in NEA. harmful environmental impact in NEA. 
Constructing such an image with regard to Constructing such an image with regard to 
China is unhelpful. China still has a long way to China is unhelpful. China still has a long way to 
go to reach worldgo to reach world--class  standards in sustainable class  standards in sustainable 
development. But it should be recognized that development. But it should be recognized that 
China is making a great deal of efforts to China is making a great deal of efforts to 
improve its environmental record. improve its environmental record. 



Some final thoughtsSome final thoughts

Trend towards a twoTrend towards a two--tiered structure of political multilateralismtiered structure of political multilateralism
 

in in 
NEA. NEA. 

1. Six1. Six--Party Talks (Party Talks (China, North and South Korea, Russia, Japan China, North and South Korea, Russia, Japan 
and the United States) potentially leading to a Northeast Asian and the United States) potentially leading to a Northeast Asian 
regional organization to manage a broad range of security and regional organization to manage a broad range of security and 
cooperation issues.cooperation issues.
2. Trilateral cooperation of the 2. Trilateral cooperation of the ““corecore””

 
regional states regional states ––

 
Japan, Japan, 

China, ROK. China, ROK. 
The question:The question:
Will these two groupings act in concert or compete with each othWill these two groupings act in concert or compete with each other?er?
Emphasis on exclusive and closed blocs would be a setbackEmphasis on exclusive and closed blocs would be a setback
for environmental cooperation. for environmental cooperation. 



Some final thoughtsSome final thoughts

--
 

We should aim for an inclusive and broadWe should aim for an inclusive and broad--
 based Northeast Asian regional organization. Its based Northeast Asian regional organization. Its 

membership might include the current membership might include the current 
participants of the Sixparticipants of the Six--Party talks plus Mongolia. Party talks plus Mongolia. 
--

 
Sustainable development should be made one Sustainable development should be made one 

of the priorities of this prospective regionof the priorities of this prospective region--wide wide 
mechanism.mechanism.
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